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“Your programs and the method of delivery are best in class.
The results are already ﬂowingas a consequent of attendance.”
Paul Bullock GM – Queensland
Australian Glass Group

© enRich training & development

CONTACT
P: 02 6688 4092
www.enrichyourresults.com.au
support@enrichyourresults.com.au

DESCRIPTION
A one or two day program that is tailored to your business and designed to educate your business development people to sell
with total integrity. The aim is to uncover and demonstrate an understanding of the client’s needs and then present an
appropriate solution, which solves their issues, challenges and concerns.

AIMS
This program equips the participants with the capacity to walk alongside the client leading them as a trusted counsel; improves
listening skills; minimises misunderstandings through better languaging; builds systematic control of the direction of the sales
conversation; increases the potency of solutions presented; and reduces the risk of not discovering all the relevant data.

CONTENT/TOOLS
* Re-build the fundamental sales model, approach and languaging
* Discover new levels of active listening and the type of questions to ask to capture quality

information during the sales visit

* Explore more effective ways to summarise your ﬁndings and four “magic” words to make sure everything is covered off
* Perfect a tactical and probing process which motivates the client to take action
* Learn how to more powerfully link your solution to their needs
* Understand a simple four step process to effectively manage the sales conversation
* Learn how to handle the most common objections

PROGRAM FORMAT
Participants will re-build the foundations of their existing sales process, keeping the best practices and discarding the rest, then
recognise and learn sophisticated listening and questioning skills. Having built a kit of artful questions they’ll discover a
straightforward ﬁve step process to manage the sales conversation and apply it in a series of practice sessions in small
supportive groups.

OUTCOMES
As a consequence of attending this workshop participants will develop a conversational style of interaction with customers
allowing them to establish high levels of rapport and trust to the point where their recommendations are not only accepted,
they’re implemented. It will help them achieve improved new business and repeat sales, and maximise the return on their
selling time.
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